HDOT MINUTES FROM THE JULY 14, 2021
HANALEI TO HAENA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION MEETING

Larry: weekly briefing

- Hanalei Hill Project: update

All 548 soil nails have been drilled and grouted. Completion date estimate for this phase of work remains the last week of August through Sept. 4.

The Permanent repair phase (Phase 2) will involve installation of tecco mesh and soil nails, removing loose dirt, and constructing a fence at the top of the slope and guardrails for safety, among other measures.

  o Final treatment and color?

    Ordered stains, contractor is picking up at the airport today. Will stain test panel this week. Larry asked for feedback as the group gets a chance to view it.

  o Highway stability at slide area: visually looks like outer edge sinking?

    Larry will have consultant look at it and get back to the group.

  o Convoy:
    o weekly traffic count

    Weekend spike is down a little bit. Steady counts for daily amounts of traffic from past several weekdays.

  o Wednesday convoy sched for fall school session

    Aug 3 is the first day of school (a Tuesday)

     Will work to figure out what best accommodates the parents/children and bus scheduling. Speaking with Tony (Hanalei School principal) after meeting and will coordinate plan with Liz.
- **Tunnel: update**

  Received camera on Monday. Sent camera into tunnel and ran into some complications. Will have more to share and update again next week.

- **Princeville Turning Lane project:**

  Same plan in place. Securing a striping contractor to start at the end of July. Still on schedule for an early August completion date.

- **Shuttle update: (Joel)**

  Launched this past Sunday. Sunday is such a busy day with travel to the area. Considering increasing the number of shuttles to have more of an impact (removing more cars from the road) but off to a good start so far.

- **Other issues/questions/comments?**

  Right turn lane remains an issue for folks trying to get into Princeville or access the convoy by skipping the line to get to Hanalei. Some residents have witnessed dangerous driving situations while in line for the convoy.